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Various types of fast-ion-driven MHD instabilities 
such as toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes (TAEs) 
were observed in NBI heated plasmas in LHD 1),z)_ These 
instabilities could be destabilized when some threshold 
conditions on fast ions are satisfied. For Alfven 
eigenmodes (AEs), the growth rate proportional to the · 
gradient of fast ion pressure must be large enough to 
overcome the damping rate of the wave. Moreover, the 
velocity of fast ion (v11) must have appropriate velocity to 
resonate with Alfven waves (VA). The latter condition 
gives the requirement for the ratio of v1;1vA. We have 
investigated the excitation conditions for TAEs, changing 
the relevant parameters <~//fast> (the fast ion beta) and 
VJ;/VA. 
In Fig. 1, parameter space where TAEs with m~3/n=2 
are observed is shown by solid symbols, where fuei ions 
are hydrogen and helium, the toroidal field Bt = 0.5 - 2.75 
T, line averaged density <ne> = 0.1 ~ 4x1019 m·3, and 
absorbed NBI power PNBI = 1~ MW. The averaged fast 
ion beta <~//fast> is estimated on the assumption of the 
classical slowing down and experimentally obtained 
global energy confinement time, and v1;1v A is estimated 
using injected beam energy and line averaged electron 
density at the centre chord. These TAEs are thought to be 
so-called global TAEs of which eigenfunctions extend 
towards the plasma edge. As seen from Fig. I, the 
scanned space for <~//fast> and v1;1v A is much wider than 
that in CHS and includes the region in the ITER plasmas3). 
It is clearly seen from Fig. 1 that the TAEs are 
destabilized in the conditions of <~//fast> > 0.1 % and 0.3 
< v1;1v A < 1. 7. This indicates that the T AEs are excited via 
sideband excitation (v1;1vA > I/3) as well as fundamental 
excitation (v1;!vA > 1). The threshold <~!!fast>> 0.1 % is 
smaller than the results in TFTR and DIII-D (>I %4),S)). 
In Fig. 2, we shows the dependence of relative 
magnetic amplitude b6/Bt on these parameters: v1;1vA and 
<~!!fast>, where the magnetic fluctuation amplitude is 
evaluated at the magnetic probe position. The fluctuation 
amplitudes are rapidly increased with the increase in these 
28 
parameters (note: amplitude is shown in a log-scale). 
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Fig. 1. Range of observed G-TAE with m~3/n=2. 
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Fig. 2. Amplitude of magnetic fluctuations verses v11/vA 
and <~//fast>· 
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